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Photonic properties of bicontinuous cubic microphases
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Band structures of three dimensionally periodic bi- and tricontinuous cubic structures have been calculated
using the plane-wave method for solving Maxwell’s equations. In particular, we consider the single primitive,
single diamond, single gyroid, double primitive, double gyroid, and double diamond level surface families as
examples of such structures found in self-organizing systems. We also provide design guidelines for creating
three-dimensional photonic crystals with a complete photonic band gap from block copolymer systems and
other self-organizing systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Self-assembly is emerging as a viable technology for
formation of large scale photonic materials. The patt
forming capabilities of self-organizing systems have be
extensively explored for a wide variety of applications r
quiring nanoscale structures. More recently photonic crys
have been formed from self-organizing system such as
loids and block copolymers~BCPs!.1 BPs promise simple
nonlithographic routes to complex morphologies that ha
interesting and important photonic properties.

Block copolymers belong to a class of self-organizing m
terials including amphiphiles and surfactants which form
wide range of microstructures.2 These microstructures are
times one, two, or three dimensionally periodic and may
discrete or continuous.3 These phases are separated by
sharp interface known as the intermaterial dividing surfa
~IMDS!. Among the most interesting microdomain structur
are the single primitive~SP!, single diamond~SD!, single
gyroid ~SG!, double primitive~DP!, double diamond~DD!,
and double gyroid~DG! that form two or three independen
but interconnected domains~one or two networks and a ma
trix! of cubic symmetry.

Since the networks and matrix are both three dimens
ally periodic and continuous, if one type of domain is e
tracted via etching, for example, and the other compon
was a rigid material, the structure would be free standi
The three-dimensional~3D! continuity also provides acces
throughout the bulk of the material for reagents, etcha
and fillers, which affords their use as material templat
Controlled dielectric contrast can be achieved in such ph
nic materials by etching and/or back filling. These propert
make these structures very desirable for large thr
dimensional photonic devices.

It has been shown that the IMDS of the SP-, SD-, S
DP-, DD-, and DG-type morphologies in actual materials c
be approximated by surfaces of constant mean curva
~CMC!.4 These CMC surfaces cannot be exactly represen
with an analytical expression but for this set of CMC fam
lies there corresponds an approximate level set sur
family.5 A level set is surface derived from a characteris
equation and a variable parameter. Each unique equa
specifies a level set surface family. Level set surface fami
are identified by their symmetry group. Each structure is
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sociated with a symmetry group identifier from the Intern
tional Tables of Crystallography as follows; the single prim
tive ~SP! Pm3m, double primitive ~DP! Im3m, single
gyroid ~SG! I4132, double gyroid~DG! Ia3d, single dia-
mond ~SD! Fd3m, and double diamond~DD! Pn3m. The
single level surface families divide space into two regio
The form of the surface is controlled by an analytical expr
sion that is characteristic of the family and the parametet,
which determines the volume fraction of the two regions. F
t50 each level surface family approximates the const
mean curvature minimal surface, primitive~P!, diamond~D!,
or gyroid ~G!, respectively. The minimal surface is a uniqu
member of the family, and is characterized by zero me
curvature and division of space in halves. Double level
surface families are characterized by a different but rela
analytical expression and two parameters,s and t. These
structures divide space into three regions; two networks
interpenetrate but do not connect, and a matrix.

Members of each of these families have been observe
self-assembling systems. The double gyroid structure
known to exist in a variety ofA/B diblock and triblock
copolymers6,7 as well asABC terpolymer systems8 for a par-
ticular range of compositions. The DG structure also occ
in certain block copolymer/block copolymer and bloc
copolymer/homopolymer blend systems.9 The DP structure
has recently been documented in a polymer/ceramic pre
sor composite10 which, when calcined, yields a ceramic/a
structure with the same morphology. The DD morpholo
has been observed in a miktoarm star copolymer system
styrene and isoprene.11 In addition,ABC terpolymer materi-
als exhibiting a DG morphology have generated structu
where theA andC blocks form networks that are chemical
distinct.8 Etching one of the networks~by selectively attack-
ing a single block, for example! would yield an SG template
It remains to be seen whether the DP and DD morpholog
as well can be accessed withABC terpolymers.

In order to use these materials in photonic applicatio
we must understand how to design the system for maxim
performance. This is most effectively accomplished by m
ping the photonic band structures of these morphologies o
a range of materials parameters and structural characteris
From these photonic property or photonic ‘‘gap’’ maps w
can extract the necessary information for constructing a
terials system which will form, via self-assembly, a thre
©2002 The American Physical Society23-1
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dimensional photonic crystal with a full band gap for a d
sired frequency range. This will bring self-assembl
photonic devices one step closer to realization.

II. BAND-GAP CALCULATIONS

The propagation of the electromagnetic waves is stud
in periodic dielectric structures by numerically solving Ma
well’s equations. The plane-wave method is used in the
vectorial formulation.12–14 The photonic structure is charac
terized by the real dielectric constant«(r ). The magnetic
permeability m(r ) is considered constant and equal to
throughout the structure. By combining the Maxwell equ
tions with the fundamental equation for the electric fieldE is
obtained:

¹3¹3E5
v2

c2 «~r !E,

wherev is the angular frequency andc is the speed of light.
The dielectric constant and the electric field are expan

in a sum of plane waves and substituted into the fundame
equation. The following generalized eigenvalue problem
obtained:

~k1G!3@~k1G!3E~G!#1
v2

c2 (
G8

«~G2G8!

3E~G8!50,

FIG. 1. First six bands for the single G structure. The dielec
contrast is given by«151.0, «2513.0. ~a! t50.0 ~volume
fraction50.5!, ~b! t521.0 ~volume fraction50.17!.
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wherek is the wave vector andG are the reciprocal-lattice
vectors.

As a consequence of considering real dielectric consta
~zero loss media! both matrixes are Hermitian. The eigen
value matrix equation is solved by usingLAPACK subroutines

c

FIG. 2. Gap map of SG structure with 13:1 dielectric contra
The maximum gap occurs for a volume fraction of 17% dielect
network. This is within the range of the volume fraction of a sing
network for a block copolymer exhibiting the double gyroid pha

FIG. 3. ~a! 50% volume fraction,~b! 17% volume fraction.
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to obtain the propagating frequencies for the correspond
values of the wave vectork. We use 2187 plane waves t
obtain the results. This gives an accuracy of better than
in the lower-lying eigenvalues.

Band structures were calculated for the SP, SD, SG,
DD, and DG level surface families. These calculations w
made on level set structures and specifying that one sid
the surface was composed of a material of dielectric cons
«1 and the other side«2 . In the case of the double structure

FIG. 4. First six bands for the single D structure at a dielec
contrast of 13:1.~a! t50.0 ~volume fraction50.5!, ~b! t520.2
~volume fraction50.42!.

FIG. 5. Gap map of SD structure with 13:1 dielectric contra
The maximum gap occurs for a volume fraction of 17% dielec
network.
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both networks have the same dielectric constant. In gene
the lower dielectric material was assumed to be air with«1
51 and the higher dielectric material was varied over
range («251 – 20) to examine the dependence of the pho
nic properties on the dielectric contrast, or ratio of dielect
constants.

The model surfaces were calculated based on form
derived from families of level sets.5 Choosingt50, approxi-
mates the P, D, and G minimal surfaces (H50). P, D, and G
are associate surfaces and evenly divide space betwee
sides of the surface. The band structures of the exact min
surfaces P, D, and G were first computed by Martin-More
et al.15 using finite difference time domain~FDTD! analysis.
~Band diagrams calculated using the plane-wave method
our approximate minimal surfaces were in close agreem
with these published results!. The t parameter determines th
volume fraction occupied by each component of the str
ture, the network~s! and matrix. Varyingt allows exploration
of the compositional dependence of the photonic proper
and also permits assessment of experimentally realized b
polymer structures.

III. RESULTS

Calculated band diagrams of a representative exampl
each level surface family and a 3D rendering of the surf

c

.

FIG. 6. ~a! 50% volume fraction,~b! 34% volume fraction.
3-3
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are presented in Figs. 1–3~Ref. 16!. The rendering in each
figure is at the volume fraction appropriate for that figu
The surface shown is derived from that used in the calc
tion. An important feature of these band diagrams is the p
ence or absence of a complete gap in the frequency dom
between the lower set of bands and the upper. Complete
are highlighted in yellow for the SG, SD, and SP surfa
structures. The DG, DD, and DP structures show no evide
of a complete gap at any volume fraction for the range
dielectric contrast@«51 – 20# and normalized frequency ex
plored. For the SG structure, the parametert was varied
within the range61.4. Band diagrams fort50.0 and t5
21.0 are shown in Figs. 1~a! and ~b! where the dielectric
contrast between the dielectric media is 13:1. For the
vol-% structure, a complete gap is found in the range 0.30
0.327 (Dv/v050.057). However, the results show that
significantly wider complete gap over the frequencies ra
0.421–0.540 (Dv/v050.247) can be found for dielectri
network volume fraction of 17%.

By varying the parametert, one can map out the rang
over which a complete gap exists. The width of the gap w
respect to volume fraction is displayed in Fig. 2. The cal
lations show that the SG structure exhibits a complete
for volume fractions from 0.04 to 0.60. The maximum val
is reached approximately for a volume fraction of 0.17.

If the dielectric contrast between the media is decreas
the gap decreases. Figure 3 shows how the gap varies
dielectric constant for volume fractions of 50% and 17
dielectric network. The dielectric values of medium 2 f

FIG. 7. First six bands for the single P structure at a dielect
contrast of 13:1.~a! t50.0 ~volume fraction50.5!, ~b! t520.6
~volume fraction50.33!.
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which the gap closes are«2'7 at 50% and«2'5.2 at 17%
volume fraction of the dielectric network.

The analysis was repeated for the SD structure. In
case the parametert was varied from21.2 to 1.2. The band
diagram fort50.0 ~50% volume fraction! shown in Fig. 4~a!
produces a gap in the range 0.360–0.398 (Dv/v050.1), in
agreement with Martin-Morenoet al.15 In Fig. 4~b! the band
structure for t520.2 ~42% volume fraction! is presented
showing a gap 0.376–0.448 (Dv/v050.175).

Figure 5 shows the variation of the complete gap w
volume fraction for SD. A complete gap is found for volum
fractions between 0.08 and 0.66 and is largest for a volu
fraction of 0.17. The closing of the gap via decrease of
dielectric constant for the SD was also studied. The res
obtained for 50 and 34% network volume fraction are sho
in Figs. 6~a! and ~b!, respectively. It can be observed that
minimum dielectric contrast of 3.6 is needed to obtain
complete gap for 34% volume fraction.

Figures 7~a! and ~b! show the corresponding analysis fo
SP. In agreement with Martin-Morenoet al.,15 Fig. 7~a!
shows the absence of a complete gap at 50% network
ume fraction. A gap opens for small dielectric network vo
ume fractions. As a consequence, the accuracy is lower
these calculations. Figure 7~b! shows a gap in the rang
0.374–0.404 (Dv/v050.077) for 0.33 network volume
fraction ~see Fig. 8!.

For the SP structure the closing of the gap was studied
0.33 network volume fraction. The results obtained show t
the minimum contrast of 8.5 needed to have a complete
is much higher than that for the SD or SG structures~see Fig.
9!.

Finally, the double structures, DG, DD, and DP, we
studied. None of these show gaps for the range of parame
analyzed. For the DG case, a pseudogap can be foun
particular cases~Fig. 10!.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that six families of connected thre
dimensional morphologies exhibiting various types of cu

FIG. 8. Gap map of SP structure with 13:1 dielectric contra
The gap is not shown closing at low volume fractions because
of computational accuracy prevents assigning bounds to the ga
3-4
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symmetry posses a wide range of parameters for which c
plete photonic gaps exist for thesingle networkmembers.
Interestingly, the double network variants possess no c
plete gaps for the parameter space studied. This shows
the increase in symmetry of the multinetwork system d
stroys this property of the system. Design guidelines for
taining robust photonic band gaps in the SD, SP, and
morphologies have been given in the form of gap maps fo
range of volume fractions and dielectric contrasts. The
network ~space groupFd3m! at a network volume fraction
of 34% exhibits a complete band gap at a dielectric cont
of 3.6. This value is comparable to the best structures stu
to date17 and is notably lower than dielectric or air spher
arranged on a diamond lattice.18 The volume fraction, how-

FIG. 9. Single P at 33% volume fraction where it achieves
complete band gap for the lowest dielectric contrast.
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ever, of dielectric where the gap opens at the lowest in
contrast is the same as for dielectric spheres on a diam
lattice. The multinetwork systems have been observed
block copolymer based self-organizing materials. The dou
structures can be tailored such that the two networks bec
chemically distinct decreasing the symmetry and yieldin
possible pathway for forming these single, 3D morpholog
at optical length scales.16 Future work will concentrate on
fabrication of the single network ordered systems.
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a FIG. 10. Double G at 38% volume fraction showing
pseudogap. In this case the density of states goes to unity f
particular frequency.
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